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Which ball will Which ball will 
k k h bl k ?k k h bl k ?knock the block over?knock the block over?

1.1. A superballA superball
A l b ll f lA l b ll f l2.2. A clay ball of equal A clay ball of equal 
massmass

33 BothBoth Rigid rod
Ball

Pivot

3.3. BothBoth
4.4. NeitherNeither

Rigid rod

Wooden block
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The diagram at the right depicts The diagram at the right depicts 
the path of two colliding steel balls the path of two colliding steel balls 
rolling on a table.  Which set of rolling on a table.  Which set of 
arrows best represents the direction arrows best represents the direction 
of the change in momentum of of the change in momentum of 
each ball? each ball? 
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Random MotionRandom MotionRandom MotionRandom Motion
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2D Simulations:2D Simulations:
Multiple representationsMultiple representations

10Physics 131Simulations by Alex Morozov & Kerstin Nordstrom



2D Simulations:2D Simulations:
Multiple representationsMultiple representations

1.1. Watch all the particles. Watch all the particles. 
2.2. Look at the density of the particles Look at the density of the particles y py p

–– What do the colors represent?What do the colors represent?
33 Look at a plot of the density along a sliceLook at a plot of the density along a slice3.3. Look at a plot of the density along a slice Look at a plot of the density along a slice 

through the middle.through the middle.
–– WWhat it will look like and what it will dohat it will look like and what it will doWWhat it will look like and what it will do.hat it will look like and what it will do.

4.4. Look at the motion Look at the motion 
of individual particlesof individual particlesof individual particles.of individual particles.
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Start 200 random walkers in two dimension near 0 Start 200 random walkers in two dimension near 0 
Sketch what you expect to see &answer clicker question!Sketch what you expect to see &answer clicker question!Sketch what you expect to see &answer clicker question!Sketch what you expect to see &answer clicker question!

Whiteboard, 
TA & LA

1.1. Particles will Particles will form a form a ““wavewave”” –– a a 
ragged ring of particles moving ragged ring of particles moving 

TA & LA

gg g p ggg g p g
outward.outward.

2.2. They will be mostly stay near 0 They will be mostly stay near 0 
no matter how long you wait.no matter how long you wait.g yg y

3.3. Many particles will remain near Many particles will remain near 
zero, but they will gradually zero, but they will gradually 
spread out.spread out.pp

12 Physics 1310



A simulation of many random walkersA simulation of many random walkers

Alex Morozov &
Kerstin NordstromKerstin Nordstrom



Density as a function of positionDensity as a function of position
Gaussian Distribution

Measure width at half the peakMeasure width at half the peak 
height.  Measure the full 
width.

Since we only have a fixed 
number of walkers, the line is ,
choppy  

The variability is equal toThe variability is equal to
e.g. if on average we have 100 
particles in a bin, variability 

ill b
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Units analysisUnits analysisUnits analysisUnits analysis
 Think about what particles are doing. Think about what particles are doing. p gp g

What do you think What do you think D D depends on?depends on?
 Units may help you a lot here.Units may help you a lot here.Units may help you a lot here. Units may help you a lot here. 

[[DD] = L/T] = L/T22..
 Think about the “speed” of diffusion:Think about the “speed” of diffusion: Think about the speed  of diffusion: Think about the speed  of diffusion: 

what variables (position, velocity, ease what variables (position, velocity, ease 
of motion) would change the timeof motion) would change the timeof motion) would change the time of motion) would change the time 
scale? (Make diffusion faster, e.g.)scale? (Make diffusion faster, e.g.)

 2 6D Whiteboard, 
TA & LA

r 2  6Dt



I wait a certain amount of time, I wait a certain amount of time, t, t, and get a and get a 
distribution with width associated with distribution with width associated with xx. If I wait . If I wait 

four times longer, the width of the distribution four times longer, the width of the distribution 
increases by what factor?increases by what factor?yy

A.A. 11
BB 22B.B. 22
C.C. ½½
D.D. 44
E.E. 1/41/4
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Trajectory of individual particlesTrajectory of individual particles
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Compared to a 1D random walk if the walker can in Compared to a 1D random walk if the walker can in 
addition also take a step in the second dimension addition also take a step in the second dimension 
f ll i th l th f ll i i t b tf ll i th l th f ll i i t b tfollowing the same rules, the following is true about following the same rules, the following is true about 
the Diffusion Constant D and the distance squared the Diffusion Constant D and the distance squared 
traveled <traveled <rr22>>

1. <r2> is larger by factor 2
2.2. <<rr22>  >  is is larger by larger by factor factor 
3.3. <<rr22>> isis the samethe same

2
3.3. <<rr >  >  is is the samethe same
4.4. <<rr22>  >  is smaller by factor is smaller by factor 
5.5. <<rr22>  >  is is smaller by factor 2smaller by factor 2

2
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Random Motion in two dimensions r

If I wait four times as long theIf I wait four times as long, the 
trajectory is on average longer by a 
factor ___?

If I wait four times as long, the distance 
between start and end point r is on 

f ?average longer by a factor _____?
Alex Morozov &

Kerstin Nordstrom

 2 4D  D is called the diffusion constant

Kerstin Nordstrom

 2 4r D t   D is called the diffusion constant
and has dimensionality [D] = L2/T 





Random walk in 2DRandom walk in 2D
r

 As a result of random motion, an initially localized As a result of random motion, an initially localized 
distribution will spread out, getting wider and wider. This distribution will spread out, getting wider and wider. This 
phenomenon is called phenomenon is called diffusiondiffusion

 The square of the average distance traveled during random The square of the average distance traveled during random 
motionmotion will grow with timewill grow with timemotionmotion will grow with time. will grow with time. 

 1 Dimension1 Dimension  2 2x D t   1 Dimension1 Dimension

 2 Dimensions2 Dimensions      2 2 2 4r x y D t      

 x t

 3 Dimensions  3 Dimensions         2 2 2 2 6r x y z D t        

10/22/12
D is called the diffusion constant
and has dimensionality [D] = L2/T 



For what biological systems or For what biological systems or 
situations might a 1D 2D or 3Dsituations might a 1D 2D or 3Dsituations might a 1D, 2D, or 3D situations might a 1D, 2D, or 3D 
random model of diffusion random model of diffusion 
be relevant?be relevant?

22Physics 131
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Sodium ions are at different densities on the inside Sodium ions are at different densities on the inside 
and outside of a cell. Assume each ion moves and outside of a cell. Assume each ion moves 

d l lt f lli i ith th td l lt f lli i ith th trandomly as a result of collisions with other atoms randomly as a result of collisions with other atoms 
and molecules.and molecules.

A small patch of membrane (area A) is shown in A small patch of membrane (area A) is shown in 
yellow. There are more ions on the left than on the yellow. There are more ions on the left than on the 
rightrightright. right. 

What do you expect is true about the ions on the What do you expect is true about the ions on the left left 
idid f th b ?f th b ?side side of the membrane?of the membrane?

A.A. More go to the rightMore go to the rightg gg g
B.B. More go to the leftMore go to the left
C.C. Equal amount goes left and rightEqual amount goes left and rightC.C. Equal amount goes left  and rightEqual amount goes left  and right
D.D. There is not enough information to tellThere is not enough information to tell 23



Sodium ions are at different densities on the inside Sodium ions are at different densities on the inside 
and outside of a cell. Assume each ion moves and outside of a cell. Assume each ion moves 

d l lt f lli i ith th td l lt f lli i ith th trandomly as a result of collisions with other atoms randomly as a result of collisions with other atoms 
and molecules.and molecules.

A small patch of membrane (area A) is shown in A small patch of membrane (area A) is shown in 
yellow. There are more ions are on the left than on yellow. There are more ions are on the left than on 
the rightthe rightthe right. the right. 

What do you expect is true about the ions on the What do you expect is true about the ions on the right right 
idid f th b ?f th b ?side side of the membrane?of the membrane?

A.A. More go to the rightMore go to the right
B.B. More go to the leftMore go to the left
C.C. Equal amount goes left  and rightEqual amount goes left  and rightq g gq g g
D.D. There is not enough information to tellThere is not enough information to tell
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Sodium ions are at different densities on the inside Sodium ions are at different densities on the inside 
and outside of a cell. Assume each ion moves and outside of a cell. Assume each ion moves 
randomly as a result of collisions with other atoms randomly as a result of collisions with other atoms 
and molecules.and molecules.

A ll h f b ( A) i h iA ll h f b ( A) i h iA small patch of membrane (area A) is shown in A small patch of membrane (area A) is shown in 
yellow. There are more ions are on the left than yellow. There are more ions are on the left than 
on the right.   on the right.   gg

If the membrane allows ions to pass through If the membrane allows ions to pass through what what 
do you expect will be true?do you expect will be true?

A.A. There’ll be a net flow of ions to the rightThere’ll be a net flow of ions to the right
BB There’ll be a net flow of ions to the leftThere’ll be a net flow of ions to the leftB.B. There ll be a net flow of ions to the leftThere ll be a net flow of ions to the left
C.C. There’ll be no net flow. Equal amounts will go There’ll be no net flow. Equal amounts will go 

left and right. left and right. 
D.D. There is not enough information to tellThere is not enough information to tell

25



Foothold principles:Foothold principles:
RandomnessRandomness

 Matter is made of molecules in constant motionMatter is made of molecules in constant motion Matter is made of molecules in constant motion Matter is made of molecules in constant motion 
and interaction. This moves things around. and interaction. This moves things around. 
If theIf the distributiondistribution of a chemical is nonof a chemical is non uniformuniform If the If the distribution distribution of a chemical is nonof a chemical is non--uniform, uniform, 
the randomness of molecular motion will tend to the randomness of molecular motion will tend to 
result in molecules moving from more denseresult in molecules moving from more denseresult in molecules moving from more dense result in molecules moving from more dense 
regions to less.regions to less.

 This isThis is notnot directed! It is andirected! It is an emergentemergent This is This is notnot directed! It is an directed! It is an emergent emergent 
phenomenon arising from the combination of phenomenon arising from the combination of 
random motion and nonrandom motion and non--uniform concentrationuniform concentrationrandom motion and nonrandom motion and non uniform concentration.uniform concentration.
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Diffusion (simulation)Diffusion (simulation)

27



Diffusion:Diffusion:
FickFick’’s law (1D analysis)s law (1D analysis)

 Uniform fluid (black) Uniform fluid (black) 
t i i ( d) l lt i i ( d) l lcontaining (red) molecules containing (red) molecules 

with a varying concentration.with a varying concentration.
 Fluid molecules jiggle theFluid molecules jiggle the Fluid molecules jiggle the Fluid molecules jiggle the 

(red) molecules around. (red) molecules around. 
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FickFick’’s laws law
 What can the total flow depend on?What can the total flow depend on?

It d d th diff b tIt d d th diff b t It depends on the difference between It depends on the difference between 
the concentration on either side of the concentration on either side of 
th b ith b i dd /d/d h t l ?h t l ?the barrier: the barrier: dndn/dx; /dx; what else?what else?

 The average speed of the particles The average speed of the particles 
<<vv00> > which we’ll just call which we’ll just call vv00

 How far they get before hitting other How far they get before hitting other 
particles particles  (“mean free path”)(“mean free path”)

 The size of the opening The size of the opening AAe s e o t e ope ge s e o t e ope g

Physics 131
Whiteboard, 
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FickFick’’s laws law
 J: “J: “flux” = number of particlesflux” = number of particles

per unit area per unit time;per unit area per unit time;per unit area per unit time;per unit area per unit time;
 Total flowTotal flow is flux times area times is flux times area times 

t f tit f tiamount of timeamount of time
 Break up our volume into equal Break up our volume into equal 

“bins” of width “mean free path”“bins” of width “mean free path”
 nn//xx = n= n++ –– nn–– ,, <<vv00>, >, A, A, tt00
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How many cross How many cross AA in a time Δin a time Δtt??
 Total Total number hitting number hitting AA from left binfrom left bin

AnVolumen )(1)(1

 …from right……from right…

AnVolumen )(
2

)(
2  

A)(1

 Net flow across Net flow across A A in the +in the +dx dx direction:direction:

An )(
2 

 Ax
x
nAnn 






 



  2
1)(

2
1

 So the total flow in So the total flow in tt becomes:becomes:
x  22

xn  1
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FickFick’’s laws law
1 dd

 1D result1D result 2
1 tA

dt
dx

dx
dntJA 

02
1 v

dx
dnJ 

02
1 vD

dx
dnDJ 

Not the specific trajectory for individual Not the specific trajectory for individual 
moleculesmoleculesmoleculesmolecules
Tells us how a Tells us how a collection collection of molecules of molecules 
distributes based on “mean free path” anddistributes based on “mean free path” anddistributes based on mean free path  and distributes based on mean free path  and 
average speedaverage speed 32Physics 131



FickFick’’s laws lawFickFick s laws law
 1D result1D result

1
02

dnJ D D v
dx

  

 For all directions (not just 1D) FickFor all directions (not just 1D) Fick’’s law s law 
bb

dx

becomesbecomes

J D n  
 
J D n
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The gradientThe gradient
 If we want to take the derivative of a function of one If we want to take the derivative of a function of one 

variable, variable, y = y = dfdf/dx/dx, it, it’’s straightforward.s straightforward.
 If we have a function of three variablesIf we have a function of three variables If we have a function of three variables If we have a function of three variables ––

f(f(x,y,zx,y,z) ) –– what do we do?what do we do?
 The gradient is the The gradient is the vector derivative. vector derivative. 

To get it at a point (To get it at a point (x,y,zx,y,z) ) 
–– Find the direction in which Find the direction in which ff is changing the fastest.is changing the fastest.
–– Take the derivative by looking at the rate of change in thatTake the derivative by looking at the rate of change in that–– Take the derivative by looking at the rate of change in that Take the derivative by looking at the rate of change in that 

direction.direction.
–– Put a vector in that direction with its magnitude equal to the Put a vector in that direction with its magnitude equal to the 

maximummaximum rate of changerate of changemaximummaximum rate of change. rate of change. 
–– The result is the vector called The result is the vector called 


f
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